1951 farmall m

New member from Oklahoma. Been lurking here and reading for a while, but first time posting
with my M. This tractor is very special to me as it belonged to a very dear friend and fellow
Farmall collector, who we sadly lost on October 30th this year. It had been sitting inside a barn
unused for about 8 years or so, drug it home with another tractor, overhauled the carb and had
it running. These pictures are from the day we drug it out of the barn and out to my place this
past spring. Fast forward to the last month or so. I had planned on just using this tractor to do
some mowing and other light chores around the farm, but after Rodger's passing I have decided
to redo it and show it in his memory. One of the first things that had to be done was rear tires,
the ones on it had sat flat for so many years they just wouldn't hold air anymore, they were also
loaded with calcium chloride, which after years of neglect took its toll on the rims. We spent the
better part of all day yesterday removing the wheel weights, and I borrowed the tires and rims
off of my 53 Super M LP that has transmission issues until we can get some new ones ordered.
Was planning on buying Tractor runs and drives great, hoping to not run into many mechanical
issues along the way. Need to fix some leaky seals here and there. Also need to get a set of
fenders for it. Here are some pictures from yesterday's project. Thank you for the welcoming.
Pretty excited to get this project rolling. Last weekend when I got it fired up and moved it from
the fence row to the level spot in the backyard was the first time it had moved on its own in
about 8 years or so. That was the greatest feeling in the world, I just wish Rodger could have
been here to see it happen. Here is a video from that day. Doesn't look like you need to look far
for a flat spot in your area from what shows in your pics lol. Tractor sounds good. Have fun.
Nice, straight old M. She sounds good, too. Always liked the look of the rear cast dished out.
And she has a factory wide front to boot. And yes, welcome to the forum. Yes I think this old
tractor was pretty well taken care of. The tin is all really straight too for being an almost 70 year
old piece of equipment. My plan is to do everything back to the way it came in 51, with a couple
exceptions. I plan on adding a set of fenders, and building a bench seat on it to where Tasha
and I can both ride in parades and such. Those old factory wide fronts may not be super
desirable but they work and sure give the old M a unique look. I like it. Just don't set it in the
forward position. The tractor will look ridiculous and take the whole county to get turned
around. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with
your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead.
Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Reply to this topic Start new topic.
Recommended Posts. HandyProfessor 16 Posted December 13, Posted December 13, Link to
post Share on other sites. Craig Posted December 13, Welcome aboard and congrats. Great
pics, looks like a good one to save. HandyProfessor 16 Posted December 14, Posted December
14, Welcome to the forum. That looks like a nice straight tractor. Red 56 Turbo 14 Posted
December 14, Posted December 15, Good luck with the M and thank you for sharing the photos.
I always enjoy seeing the landscape in the background. Welcome to the Red Power Forums.
Posted December 16, Posted December 17, Wouldn't mind having one of those back in my
collection. Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert
image from URL. Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. The purchaser or prospective
purchaser should verify with the Seller the accuracy of all the information listed within this ad.
This durable pulling tractor has been very well maintained which has enabled its great
condition. It comes fully loaded with options and features that are perfect for anyone who
enjoys the finer things in life. Highlights of These Features Include:. Motor Built 5 Years Ago.
Forged Pistons. Stainless Steel Tank. Special Hitch And Wheelie Bars. Fire Extinguisher On
Side. Weighs Approximately 4, Pounds. And So Much More!!! It competes with other antique
pull tractors. It has always placed in the top 3 with several 1st place pulls. Don't miss out on this
amazing opportunity to gain industry success because this pulling tractor is priced to sell.
Basic Information. Applying for a vehicle loan online is one of the quickest and easiest
application methods. Our secure application is easy to complete, all you need are a few
personal and employment details. View Map. We make every effort to present information that is
accurate. We are not liable for any inaccuracies, claims or losses of any nature. Inventory is
subject to prior sale and prices are subject to change without notice and cannot be combined
with any other offer s. Any and all differences must be addressed prior to the sale of this
vehicle. Farmall was a model name and later a brand name for tractors manufactured by the
American company International Harvester IH. Farmalls were general-purpose tractors. Their
origins were as row-crop tractors , a category that they helped establish and in which they long
held a large market share. During the decades of Farmall production s to s , most Farmalls were
built for row-crop work, but many orchard , fairway, and other variants were also built. Most
Farmalls were all-purpose tractors that were affordable for small to medium-sized family farms
and could do enough of the tasks needed on the farm that the need for hired hands was
reduced and the need for horses or mules was eliminated. Thus Farmall was a prominent brand

in the 20th-century trend toward the mechanization of agriculture in the US. The original Farmall
is widely viewed as the first tractor to combine a set of traits that would define the row-crop
tractor category, although competition in the category came quickly. Although it was not the
first tractor to have any one of these traits, it was early in bringing the winning combination to
market. The traits included a 'tricycle' configuration a single front wheel or narrowly spaced pair
, high ground clearance , quickly adjustable axle track , excellent visibility all around and under
the machine, and light weight; b sufficient power for plowing and harrowing, and a belt pulley
for belt work; and c all at low cost, with a familiar brand and an extensive distribution and
service network. The first group of traits allowed for more nimble maneuvering and accurate
cultivation than most other tractors of the day; additionally, because of the second group, the
Farmall could also, like previous tractors, perform all the other duties a farmer would have
previously achieved using a team of horses. A tractor could yield lower overall operating costs
than horses as long as it was priced right and reliable [1] [2] and its fuel supply as well. The
Farmall, mass-produced with the same low-cost-and-high-value ethos as the Ford Model T or
Fordson tractor , could meet that requirement. The Farmall was thus similar to a Fordson in its
capabilities and affordability, but with better cultivating ability. Descriptions of tractors as
"general-purpose" and "all-purpose" had been used loosely and interchangeably in the teens
and early twenties; but a true all -purpose tractor would be one that not only brought power to
ploughing , harrowing , and belt work but also obviated the horse team entirely. This latter step
is what changed the financial picture to heavily favor the mechanization of agriculture. The
Farmall was so successful at total horse replacement that it became a strong-selling product.
With the success of the Farmall line, other manufacturers soon introduced similar general- to
all-purpose tractors with varying success. In later decades, the Farmall line continued to be a
leading brand of all-purpose tractors. Its bright red color was a distinctive badge. During the s
and s, the brand was ubiquitous in North American farming. Various trends in farming after the
sâ€”such as the decline of cultivating in favor of herbicidal weed control, and the consolidation
of the agricultural sector into larger but fewer farmsâ€”ended the era of Farmall manufacturing.
However, many Farmalls remain in farming service, and many others are restored and collected
by enthusiasts. In these respects, the Farmall era continues. As predicted in the s and s, [2] the
growing public understanding of environmental protection , and of sustainability in general,
have brought a corollary resurgence of interest in organic farming and local food production.
This cultural development has brought a limited but notable revival of cultivating and of the use
of equipment such as Farmalls. Being an amalgamation , IH, like General Motors , gradually
evolved a brand architecture during the first half of the 20th century, when the concept was still
new. IH capitalized on farmers' familiarity with its older brands stretching back to individual
entrepreneurs of the earliest days of agricultural mechanization Cyrus McCormick , William
Deering , which is why legacy company brands McCormick and Deering were used. The Farmall
name itself began as a model name and then evolved to encompass a model line. With the
success of the Farmall, other manufacturers soon introduced similar general- to all-purpose
tractors with varying success. In their early years, they often included the word "all" in the name
of the product. During the first decade of Farmall sales, IH's advertising even had to emphasize
the name's correlation to IH, to protect the brand name from genericization. The Fordson was
the first truly mass-produced, light, affordable tractor, and thus the first to tap the market of
small to medium family farms on a large scale. Its design was excellent in many respects,
including design for manufacturability and the low cost that it allowed. But one task that its
design had not been tailored to was cultivating the rows of young row-crop plants to kill the
weeds. IH recognized motorized cultivating as an unmet need in the marketplace. It was also
under intense competitive pressure to build a "Fordson beater" soon, lest the Fordson go on to
dominate the entire marketplace of agricultural equipment , imperfections or no. IH's first effort
to solve this problem was a motor cultivator, a class of machine that various companies were
building and selling in the late s and early s. As the name implies, these were self-propelled
cultivators in the simplest senseâ€”little more than a horse implement with a motor added. The
IH motor cultivator and another all-purpose tractor, the Moline Plow Company 's Universal, both
sold several hundred units in the late s. IH's machine was not particularly successful; the
Moline Universal was more successful, but its parent company nevertheless faced dire financial
straits. Both models were soon discontinued. Around , as IH's motor cultivator died, a team of
IH engineers was experimenting with an all-purpose tractor, replacing the horse in every job
including cultivating. Its narrow-front tricycle design, high ground clearance to clear crop plants
while cultivating helped by a portal axle [drop gearset] , power take-off a feature on which IH
was an early leader [9] , and standard mounting points for cultivators and other implements on
the tractor's frame a Farmall first [10] gave it some competitive advantages over the Fordson,
especially for row crops, and it became the favorite row-crop tractor of America, outselling all

other competitors such as John Deere 's. In came the first variation of the original Farmall. The
F was bigger, heavier, and more powerful. The original Farmall became known by the retronym
Regular. It may never have been an official name for branding, but it was common among
farmers. At this time, IH also added another model, the F, a smaller, lighter version of the
original. It had no portal axle at the rear, deriving its ride height instead from larger-diameter
wheels. Thus, beginning in , the Farmall brand had grown from a single model to a model line,
which became known as the F-series. In , the F was replaced by the F, almost identical [11] to
the F except for an updated steering column and a higher-revving engine whose higher rev limit
, rpm instead of , [11] made it more powerful at peak output. All Farmall tractors were painted a
deep blue-grey until mid around July through September. The color has often been mistaken for
battleship grey , but it was actually bluer. The wheels were most often red. In mid, a decision
was made to change the entire tractor frame, sheet metal, engine, and wheels to a new color,
'Farmall Red'. It was around this time many tractor manufacturers began using bright,
distinctive colors for branding e. A farmer could look out across the fields and see his
neighbor's tractor from a great distance and know what make it was; this provided a sort of
advertising in the intensely competitive tractor market. The F-series tractors lasted until In late ,
the famous Letter series of Farmall tractors was introduced. IH commissioned an industrial
designer , Raymond Loewy , to give the new Farmall general-purpose tractors a sleek new
streamlined look. Designed for small-to-medium size American farms, IH's new machines
offered a wider variety of capabilities, engines, and equipment options. On the larger models,
the 'tricycle' type, narrow-spaced front wheel design was retained, as it provided quick steering
and a considerable improvement in maneuverability over competing tractors such as the Ford
9N. IH took care to produce a model for almost every farm and every need. The 'MD' Farmall
offered a diesel engine, which actually started on gasoline, then was switched over to diesel
when thoroughly warmed up. Sales took off, and letter-series production did not end until
Overall, the Farmall 'letter' series, well built and affordable, became not only a defining product
line in IH history, but an iconic symbol of the prototypical American small-farm tractor. Many
machines especially the two largest models, the H and M are still in operation on farms today. In
, the smallest tractor in the Farmall line was introduced, the Cub. With a 60 cu. But the Cub also
sold to owners of larger farms who required a second tractor. Production of the Cub
commenced at the newly acquired Farmall Works-Louisville plant formerly the wartime
Curtiss-Wright Aircraft factory in Louisville, Kentucky which was expanded, remodeled and
re-equipped. The Letter series tractors were updated to the Super series beginning in with the
Super A, for the Super C, for the Super M and for the Super H, the B and BN models having been
dropped from production and replaced with the C in , which combined the attributes of both
models into one tractor, while moving the operator position on top of the tractor in a more
traditional layout like the H and M. Though the "Super series" received improvements, these
tractors largely followed the design of their predecessors, and like them, were built to last. In ,
the numbered or so-called Hundred series tractors appeared. The Hundred series models used
numbers instead of letters to identify the model. The new models were given slightly different
looks and a few new features, but were still essentially the famed Letter series tractors. The
Farmall Cub continued unchanged, but in a new 'low-boy' version was added, featuring a
shortened The diesel engine version had a direct-start feature, and could be started and run
using only diesel fuel. Although the basic design was still not changed to any significant
degree, new white paint was added to the front grille and sides, new engines were introduced,
and new number designations were added. Along with these additions, the Torque Amplifier
was added to the Model and all larger models. This provided on-the-go shifting to suit varied
needs; the operator was offered ten forward gears and two reverse, instead of the usual five and
one. Another addition to these tractors was the independent "live" power take-off PTO , which
meant that the farmer could run the PTO even when the clutch was disengaged clutch pedal
pushed down. Although the new tractors did improve sales, IH's innate conservatism and
reluctance to update their tractor line in response to changing times was becoming apparent. IH
showed off their new 60 series of tractors: including the first of their kind, large six-cylinder and
models. But the excitement caused by the new introduction was short-lived. In June of that
year, IH recalled the , , and tractors after reports of mechanical breakdown in the field. IH, who
wanted to be the first big-power tractor manufacturer, had inexplicably failed to substantially
enlarge and re-engineer critical drive components on the new six-cylinder tractors. The tractors'
final drives, which were essentially made up of unaltered Letter Series components, the carried
over from the model H, the did the same from the model M , failed rapidly under the stress of the
more powerful 60 series tractor engines. IH's competitors took advantage of the recall, and IH
lost customers in the ensuing months. Throughout the s and s, IH would introduce new tractors
and new methods of marketing, but conservative management, an unwieldy corporate

organization, and a policy of in-house promotions tended to stifle new ideas and technical
innovation at the company. The massive boilerplate frame and iron housings of the old IH
tractors were slowly phased out for lighter, less-expensive components. The streamlined
exterior of the earlier tractors was replaced by straighter, more angular lines, updating the look
and requiring less-complicated equipment to manufacture. The new machines also became
vastly more complex, though easier to operate. Bowing to inevitable sales pressure and bitter
price competition from other manufacturers, IH tractors, while still well-made, could no longer
be relied upon to last indefinitely. Many Farmall tractor models have one or more mechanically
similar models under another IH brand designed for other uses, such as industrial, utility,
orchard, or wheatland use. These models have lower ground clearance and a wider front axle.
During the Letter series era, these alternate models were sold under the McCormick-Deering
brand; later models were badged with the International brand. Some examples include:. The
International and Row-Crop tractors were a bit of an anomaly until International dropped the
Farmall brand, in that they combined some of the customary features of a Farmall such as an
adjustable wheel width with a utility tractor. By , IH had officially dropped the 'Farmall' name
from its new tractor models, ending an era that began with the first Farmall Regular back in
However, the Farmall nameplate continued to appear on new and tractors until the factories
exhausted their inventory of obsolete name badges. IH was the first tractor manufacturer to
officially accomplish this production threshold [13]. Generally tractors were marketed by the
number of 16" width plows they could pull in average soil to indicate their power. Here is a list
of plow ratings see footnotes for all Farmall tractors produced for North America :. These
models all utilized direct-start diesel engines. This model was built from until Detailed tables of
model names, years, engine displacements , horsepower ratings, production quantities, serial
number ranges, and other statistics are available in reference books on the subject. The Farmall
Cub , A, B, , , and models had the seat offset from the engine, allowing the operator to look
directly at the ground under the tractor. This feature was called Culti-Vision because it was
created to give the operator an excellent view of the cultivator teeth as they cultivated the
vegetable row. The Farmall A, B, and C used a sliding-gear four-speed transmission, while the
larger, more powerful Farmall H and M were fitted with a five-speed transmission. The extra
gears of the Farmall tractors helped maximize the engine's power band and road speed, giving a
sales advantage over the competition. IH Farmall Red became the standard Farmall tractor color
after , and was used through the s. The only factory color variations known are Highway Yellow
generally used for municipalities , Demonstrator White , used for dealer demo models during
the s, and Demonstrator Gold â€”actually a red-and-gold color scheme used only during the
International Demonstrator program in Farmalls in other shades are known to exist; these were
most likely custom ordered from the factory. For large orders, any color scheme could be
accommodated at the factory. Although IHC's very first diesel-engine tractor was a "Standard"
model WD built from to , the very first "Farmall" diesel tractor was the model MD released in
Other companies used different yet elaborate means to crank and warm their diesels, such as a
pony motor, compressed air, hot bulb, or black powder, among other things. The first Farmall
tractor with a direct-start diesel was the model , which appeared in The could also be ordered
with a gasoline or LP-gas engine. The 's direct-start diesel engine was built by Continental
Motors. IH subsequently developed their own line of new direct-start diesel engines for the and
tractors starting in Large competitors such as Deere and Caterpillar lagged at least two years
behind IH in offering direct-start diesel products. An auxiliary planetary gearset provided a
double-reduction low gear ratio for each transmission gear comparable in function to the
two-speed rear axle on a commercial truck that allowed for a quick downshift via hand lever,
without using the clutch, to gain torque at the drive wheels. The popular TA attachment was
seen upon most of the new and Farmalls that first appeared in , and on the and produced â€”,
and on later models through the s. Fast Hitch was then an option on the , , , and and some later
models. IH discontinued the Fast Hitch in the s after the three-point hitch was standardized and
adopted by all manufacturers. There are kits available from a variety of sources that will either
convert a Fast Hitch to a three-point, or add a three-point hitch to tractors that originally only
had a fixed drawbar. International Harvester was one of the earliest manufacturers to provide a
stepless transmission in a row crop tractor. Introduced first as an option on and tractors, the
hydrostatic transmission would become a defining feature of the 70 Hydro and Hydro models.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Farmall tractor. Model and brand of
tractors. Archived from the original on Retrieved International Truck product line. Hidden
categories: CS1 maint: archived copy as title Articles with short description Short description is
different from Wikidata Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Wikimedia Commons has media

related to Farmall. Our curbside pickup is available while our retail store remains closed to walk
in business. Curbside orders must be placed online or by phone before you arrive. When
placing your order by phone you will be given a pick up time, if you order online please wait for
one of our customer service specialist to contact you when your order is ready for pickup.
Thank you for your understanding and patience. Carburetors are limited to replacement only, no
refunds. Replacement is not offered if rust, dirt, etc. Quick Order Sign in. Shop By Brand. What
are you looking for? Find it. Shopping on behalf of. Shopping for. Learn how to receive free
delivery. Refinement Options. International John Deere Allis Chalmers 7. Case 6. Massey Harris
6. Minneapolis Moline 6. Oliver 6. Massey Ferguson 5. MF Industrial 5. Cockshutt 4. All New
Parts 5. Steiner Exclusives 3. Engine Parts Chassis Parts 2. By Price. Farmall M Carburetor.
Showing Products: 1 - 24 Total Products: In Stock. Carburetor â€¦with a new carburetor.
Carburetor, New Zenith Universal Replacement â€¦is contaminated, you cannot fix the problem
with a new carburetor. Out of Stock. Related Products: Zenith K5 Carb. Low Stock. Did you find
this search useful? Yes No. The tractor has several OEM parts installed on it. The restoration
was completed August 2, Thank you for your time and my thanks to OEM for all the top quality
parts and accessories that help those of us in the antiques tractor hobby. I stopped and looked
at it there surrounded by other discarded machinery. While the sheetmetal was relatively
straight it was missing some parts; lights, pto shield, and the seat tool box. The fuel system and
the wiring were almost non-existent. Then one rainy, cold Sunday in January of we left church
headed out to eat, and I drove out that four lane highway near the old M. I made a quick turn,
pulled the car off the road and walked over there looking it over yet again, while my lovely wife
waited patiently in the car. This time I took a digital camera and took a few quick pictures. A few
days later I called the man and he priced it to me. The price was a little more than I had in mind,
but I figured it was worth something not having to drive a couple hundred miles to get it. Nine
months passed. Finally I made my mind up and called the man once again. He offered a little
more information about the tractors history. The tractor came from a farm in Bland County,
Virginia. He had tried unsuccessfully to purchase the tractor at an auction and man aged to
keep up with its location. A few years later he was able to purchase the tractor from the man
who had outbid him years before. We made arrangements to meet the next Saturday morning,
September 20th Saturday morning finally arrived and I met him there at the tractor and paid for
the tractor, with the understanding that I may have to leave it sit there for another couple weeks
until I could get a trailer over there to get it. By noon on Monday I hired a local wrecker service
to haul her the six miles to her new home. I tinkered around a few evenings and on September
30, she came to life for the first time in yearsâ€¦. Over the next few months I replaced the
missing lights and pto shield, serviced the engine, transmission, and radiator. I read everything
I could about these tractors on line, and ordered a reproduction Owners Manual and Service
Manual, as well. During the summer of I gave the engine a light overhaul, serviced the rear
brakes, replaced the front wheel bearings and put a new seal in the lift-all pump. Finally on
January 15, the restoration process began. The tractor was dismantled, leaving the engine,
transmission and rear end intact. Thoroughly cleaned and meticulously reassembled over a
period of 7 months, the project involved over labor hours. I did all the work myself, with the help
of my wife and my daughter, right in my own shop. While I did purchase several new parts,
including new Rochester gauges, I spent a lot of extra time locating and refurbishing good
original parts wherever I possibly could. I would be remiss not to acknowledge some people in
my life whose help with this project was pricelessâ€¦. You are commenting using your
WordPress. You are commenting using your Google account. You are commenting using your
Twitter account. You are commenting using your Facebook account. Notify me of new
comments via email. Notify me of new posts via email. Enter your email address to subscribe to
this blog and receive notifications of new posts by email. Email Address:. Sign me up! You must
be logged in to post a comment. Show off your IH Tractors showoffyourihtractors. Skip to
content. Home About O. I tinkered around a few evenings and on September 30, she came to life
for the first time in yearsâ€¦ Over the next few months I replaced the missing lights and pto
shield, serviced the engine, transmission, and radiator. Share this: Email Facebook Twitter
Print. Like this: Like Loading This entry was posted in Restored Tractors. Bookmark the
permalink. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Enter your comment here Please log in using one of
these methods to post your comment:. Email required Address never made public. Name
required. Welcome to our blog We here at O. Tractor Parts Please send up to 4 images to: holly
oemtractorparts. Search for:. Email Subscription Enter your email address to subscribe to this
blog and receive notifications of new posts by email. Join 13 other followers. Create a free
website or blog at WordPress. Add your thoughts here Post was not sent - check your email
addresses! Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email. By continuing to use this website, you
agree to their use. To find out more, including how to control cookies, see here: Cookie Policy.

Be sure to add me to your Favorites list! Thanks for looking! Skip to main content. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who
viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Picture Information. Mouse over
to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay
Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information jimneuff Contact seller.
Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove
from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item
location:. Brockport, New York, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until
you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and
import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used : An item that has been
used previously. See all condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab. Search within
store. Fuel Injection All years. Fuel Injection Items are shipped on the next business day. NOTE
ebay is now collecting state sales tax for most states. Shipping and handling. The seller has not
specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP
Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be
shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does
not ship to Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more.
Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee
- opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return
to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens
in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this
variation. Used : An item that has been used previously. See last picture Please view and
enlarge all of the pictures as they are a large part of the description. Items are shipped on the
next business day after receipt of payment. Change country: -Select- United States There are 1
items available. Please click to Refresh your page. Click for more information on Internet Issues.
First 4 items close at AM CST each 4 items following closing at 1 minute intervals there after
unless time extends. Each bid during the extension period extends the auction by 2 minutes to
5 minutes. This is an unreserved online only internet auction event. Each piece will sell without
reserve to the highest bidder. To sell equipment on our next auction, Call a sales representative
today, The information on this page may have changed. ID GH Location: Concord, NE. Open In
New Window. Category Agriculture Year Serial Number Loading Charge 0. Owner Contact
information is not available. Click here to request details. Bidding Increments For amounts up to
Auction Information First 4 items close at AM CST each 4 items following closing at 1 minute
intervals there after unless time extends. Related equipment for sale. View all Farmall farm
equipment for sale. Farmall Tractor Parts. ID GG Location: Windsor, CO. Farmall Wheel Weights.
Location: De Witt, NE. ID GQ Location: Axtell, NE. Farmall Fenders. Forums New posts. Log in
Register. What's new. New posts. Log in. Install the app. Your account is then manually checked
and approved. Please follow these instructions for faster approval by using City, State, Country
in your location and spell them out! No cloaking or proxy servers. JavaScript is disabled. For a
better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using
an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade
or use an alternative browser. Is it worth it? Thread starter Neal in Alabama Start date Mar 8,
Neal in Alabama Registered. Found this MD for sale. Are they considered a collectible tractor?
All the information I've found says less than 19k were made. My wife and I are mainly IH
collectors. Was wondering what would be a fair price. The owner has had the tractor running
but not recently. Hope the pics will help. The hood is there but not in the pictures. Thanks, Neal.

Farmall MD Re: Farmall MD.. Missed one picture. Also it has a Kelley trip loader with it.
OrgWayne Registered. Say Neal did you happen to know what the little tractor is in the back
ground shot of the loader, is in the back right side of picture. Sonny Reese Registered. Candy T.
I have never seen a MD before. Thanks for the pictures. Brasherman Subscriber. MD's are
definitely not that common and you might have the only one even at some of the larger shows.
Engine is the same as the TD-6, and the parts are mostly available. There are still guys that will
rebuild the pump, but make sure the wallet is fat that week for the bill. These start on gas then
switch to diesel, and there are a couple things that need to operate properly when it is starting
and switching over. I would say buy it, for no other reason than that it won't go to China for
scrap and you will have a neat tractor. I might like to have one some day to put next to the TD-6
if I get that one bought and moved. It would make a nice pair, even though I am not an IH man.
Brashman, We had a TD I claim it is the biggest piece of junk we have ever owned. And, I'm an
IH fan. I was glad when that one left. It was a big headache for us. Our D-8 was a snap to fix
compared to that. The D-8 had been sitting for 15 years with no movement. The D-8 went to a
really nice guy in Northern Illinois. Now, that thing could do some work. Needing tires I thought
this was too much. I don't really need another tractor right now. If the the MD's were considered
rare would be the reason to buy it. After a few days to think about it, it don't seem as desirable. I
don't think it will go anywhere anytime soon. It's located in an out-of-the-way place. We have a
Super C as our mowing tractor with a woods belly mower. We have used it for years. The Super
M sounds nice. I wouldn't mind having one of those. I can understand where you are coming
from on price. Here's one to compare to: Ebay MD wide front. I do think they are worth saving
though. Like an early cat, this was a time when a diesel was really just starting to become
acceptable. Cat and IH did it in construction and then IH started with the ag crowd. I can't wait to
see some more WD tractors! Candy, Well what you are describing is an apples to oranges
comparison. I only want to see the TD saved because it was my grandfather's. He was a John
Deere man but had red crawlers! I DO wish they had kept the clutches in the rear like the older
TD's instead of hiding them under the seats. What happened to your TD-6? Well, we sold it. It
went on down the road. Now it is SEP, as we say around here. If you ask my kids,"What is the
biggest piece of junk we ever owned? We never had much luck with ours. If you like them, that
is okay with me. Not my cup of tea. HBurk Registered. I had a bad Ford one time, so ain't none
of'em any good. Ford tractors We have 2 Ford loader tractors that have served us well. Granted
they are newer ones though a and a I don't know too much about how well the older Fords
perform, though. I hear mixed reviews on them. My Dad likes his 8-N Ford. I need to get it sold
sometime this year! Brasherman said:. More challenging is right. I was checking around and
this MD is a lot eaasier to get into for the IH gas over diesel motor. The price for tracks,
undercarriage, and clutches to rebuild that TD-6 will just about put you in the grave!!!! It's a
sickness! Corey, I think you had better go to the doctor quick. That sickness is a glutton for
punishment. I don't have the money to cure that illness. That is why I like to send those kind of
jobs down the road. Seriously, tracks and undercarriages are the pits for me. I like tractors and
gas engines. They are cheaper and more fun for me. I guess everyone has their sicknesses.
Mike McKnight Subscriber. Several years ago dad told me he had an itch to swap his wide-front
80 Oliver, full steel, restored-for a running but unrestored JD crawler that a friend of his owned-I
advised him NO!!!!!!! I told him it would be kinda like a traction engine-he'd work on it more than
he'd drive it. He did anyway, 'cause he thought it would be cool to have a bulldozer and some
tractor guide book said the crawler was worth more than the Oliver. Well, he played with a few
days, and we used it one day to push some blackberry bushes and stuff around at the
farm-since that day 6 yrs ago it's been sitting in the shed waiting to get the bearing in the rear
end fixed that decided to separate that one day A good friend of my dad's told him years ago
there were a few things that you were happy the day you got 'em and happy the day you got rid
of 'em-a bulldozer was one of 'em. Mike M. You must log in or register to reply here. Similar
threads C. Farmall C Tractor. Replies 2 Views Jan 20, ulgydog Farmall C fair offer price? Replies
8 Views 6, May 28, HBurk. It is My Wife's Fault. Replies 4 Views 1, Jun 23, tlock Collector but not
Antique. Replies 10 Views 1, Jan 12, Inter Bloke. Jacobs auction results MD. Replies 12 Views 2,
Apr 20, Pat Heider. International Harvester manufactured the Farmall Super M tractor from to
This means, because IH upgraded this model throughout its production period, particular
specifications vary depending on the date of completion. Most features, however, are common
to all 57, tractors to roll off the assembly lines. IH produced its own engines for the Super M: the
vertical I-head and the C vertical I-head, which run on liquid petroleum and gasoline
respectively. The manufacturer also developed an identical Super MD, which runs on diesel fuel.
All engines operate on four cylinders, with a bore of four inches and a stroke of 5. With a
cylinder firing order of , the engine couldreach 1, maximum revolutions per minute. Testing the
drawbar demonstrated this model can generate up to 44 horsepower. The Super M possessed a

sliding gear transmission, where the input shaft ran constantly unless the clutch was engaged.
With five forward gears and one for reverse, this vehicle had a larger drive clutch than its
predecessors. The second, third and fourth gears also yielded higher speeds. When the torque
amplifier transmission was added in , the configuration changed to 10 forward and two reverse
gears -- the operator gained increased control in the lower gears. Those tractors with this
variation were dubbed Super MTAs. All transmissions held 52 quarts of oil. The Super M
measured It also weighed 5, pounds. Its wheelbase -- axle to axle -- was While its frame cleard
the ground at Front tires
2001 toyota corolla timing chain
2000 ford contour timing belt
jeep cj7 steering column diagram
were six inches wide and 16 inches in diameter; rear tires were 12 inches wide and 38 inches in
diameter. Like the M, the Super M was able to accommodate larger and more diverse
attachments. Among its optimal implements were four-row planters and cultivators, and inch
bottom plows and two-row mounted corn-pickers. The hydraulic system on the Super M was
driven by the engine, not the transmission. Accordingly the operator did not have to engage and
disengage the clutch repeatedly when using attachments. Furthermore, engine-based
hydraulics allowed for the processing of heavier loads, thereby increasing productivity. John
Gregory has worked in the publishing and financial industries for over 20 years. He began
writing for newsletters and marketing campaigns in and has since collaborated on pieces for
Mortgage News and Mortgage Originator. Dimensions The Super M measured Implements Like
the M, the Super M was able to accommodate larger and more diverse attachments. References
TractorData.

